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ANNUAL NCC REPORT 2022-23 

"Being a soldier requires more than courage. It is sacrificing yourself for something 

greater than yourself"  

 

National Cadets Corps at DRC offers disciplined adventure to its cadets. Year 2022 was marked 

by celebrating Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav to commemorate 75 years of independence and the 

glorious history of the people, culture and achievements of the people of India. Inspired by Azadi 

ka Amrit Mahotsav which is based on elixir of energy of independence, elixir of inspirations of 

the warriors of freedom struggle, elixir of new ideas and pledges and elixir of Aatmanirbharta, 

our NCC cadets held many events, competitions and activities. 

International Yoga week was celebrated with great zeal and enthusiasm from 17th to 21st June, 

22. Various competitions and talks were organised under its banner, such as, Jingle Writing, 

Poster Making, Allocution Competition, Quiz Competition, Webinar on Benefits of Yoga and 

Pledge taking Ceremony. 

Independence day was again celebrated as a week long event, marked by various competitions, 

Photography Competition, Just A Minute Competition, Reel Making Competition, Quiz 

Competition, Singing Competition, Poem Writing or Recitation Competition. Guard of honour 

was given to the dignitaries and our tricolour on 15th August, 2022.  

Throughout the year various other events were organised such as,  Intercoy poster making 

competition on the theme – Say not to Dowry on 28th October,  Intercoy Debate Competition on 

29th October, Participation in unity run on 31st October, Donation drive on Children's Day on 

14th November 2022, Pollution Awareness Drive encompassing of Poster Making Competition 

on 16th January 2023, Slogan Writing Competition on 16th January 2023 and Pollution 

Awareness Rally 20th January 2023. 

NCC cadets enthusiastically participated in Republic day celebration at the college on 25th 

January 2023. They gave Guard of Honour to the dignitaries and a memorable Group Singing 

performance. 

 

Cadets attended the ‘Adi Shaurya- Parv Parakram Ka’ organised by ministry of tribal affairs,  in 

collaboration with ministry of defence and Indian coast guards. It was a massive event including 

a colourful show of tribal dances and performances by armed forces to mark the 126th birth 

anniversary of Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose at Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium on 23rd and 24th 

January. 

On 27th January, 2023 the big event - Inter-college talent Hunt Competition was organised by our 

cadets in the college. Later, Face painting competition on National women's day was organised 

on 13th February 2023. 
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Achievements of our cadets in annual camps: 

 

Combined Annual Training Camp (7th - 16th June 2022): 

1. JUO KUHELI and CDT NEHA were the top scorers in Firing. 

2. SUO SWAYAMBIKA KATIYAR- 1st position in Solo Singing Competition. 

3. CDT Palak- 2ND POSITION in the Solo Dance Competition.  

4. 2nd position in Kho Kho. 

5. In the Group Dance Competition, DRC won 2ND POSITION. 

6. VOLLEYBALL COMPETITION was held where DRC-HRC team won 2nd Position. 

7. Extempore Competition and Group Wise competition were held where DRC won 1ST 

POSITION by SGT HARSHITA & CDT YACHIKA & 2ND POSITION by CDT 

AVANI. 

8. In the group-wise Guard competition, DRC & HRC won- 1st position. 

9. At the evening in the Closing ceremony where SGT HARSHITA was MC, CDT AVANI 

& CDT NAVDHA performed Ganesh Vandhana, SUO SWAYAMBIKA performed a 

solo song. 

10. JUO Kuheli Biswas and SGT Kirti received special recognition for presentation making, 

digital team in CATC. 

11.  DRC won 4th position in Squad Drill Competition. 

 

 

Annual Training Camp (17th-24th November 2022) 

1. Second position: KHO KHO 

2. Third position: Volleyball  

3. First runner-up: Tug of War 

4. Third position: Guard of Honour  

5. Best Firer of the camp award to CDT Saman Razi 

6. PUNEET SAGAR ABHIYAN (23rd November 2022) 

 

Prestigious National Camps attended by our cadets: 

 

NAME OF THE 

CAMP 

DATES OF THE 

CAMP 

NAME OF THE 

CADET 

COURSE 

Inter-Directorate 

Sports Shooting 

Championship Camp 

4th - 15th July 2022 CPL Sheetal 

Sajwan  

B.A. Programme 

Ek Bharat Shresth 

Bharat Independence 

1st- 16th August 2022 SUO Swayambika 

Katiyar 

BA HONS 

(Hindustani Music) 
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Day Camp JUO Kuheli Biswas 

 

BSc. Mathematics 

Honours 

CQMS Monika BSc. Mathematics 

Honours 

LCPL Neha Yadav BSc. Mathematics 

Honours 

CDT Palak B.A programme 

(HINDI+PHYSICAL 

EDUCATION) 

Thal Sainik Camp 14th- 26th September 

2022 

CDT Manisha B.Sc. (H) Chemistry 

Scuba Diving Camp 27th- 30th September 

2022 

CDT Urvi B.A. Honours 

(History)  

CDT Manisha B.Sc. (H) Chemistry 

CDT Pragya Sachan B.A. (H) History 

Ek Bharat Shresth 

Bharat, Delhi 

3rd- 12th October 2022 CPL Prerona B.A. (H) Psychology 

Ek Bharat Shresth 

Bharat, Nagrota 

11th- 20th October 

2022 

SGT Priya 

Dhasmana 

B.A. English Honours 

Officer’s Training 

Academy Chennai 

3rd- 12th November 

2022 

LCPL Neha Yadav B.Sc. (H) Math 

Advance Leadership 

Camp 

14th- 23th December 

2022 

LCPL Shweta 

Bharti  

BA programme ( 

hindi +physical 

education) 

Drone Session 3rd- 29th January 2023 SGT Priya 

Dhasmana 

B.A. English Honours 

LCPL Chhaya 

Tiwari  

B.Sc. (H) Math 

Prime Minister’s 14th- 29th January LCPL Sezer  
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Rally 2023 (Received ADG 

Award on 29th 

January 2023) 

CDT Ashee 

Chauhan 

B.Sc. (H) Botany 

CDT Himani Rawat BA programme(Hindi 

+ physical education) 

CDT Debangee Das B.Sc Life Science  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cadet LCPL Sezer won the Additional Director  General Commendation Card in PM Rally, 

2023. 
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Title of the Event: All India Thal Sainik Camp 

Date: August- September 2022 

Number of students participated:1 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: DG NCC, Govt of India 

Report:  TSC (Thal Sainik Camp) is one of the most prestigious camps of NCC. Getting through 

the selection process of TSC is no piece of cake, one needs a lot of mental as well as physical 

preparation to be trained as a true Army man. It all starts with enrolling oneself and passing the 

first stage : The Written exam -After passing her exam she was one of the 7 cadets, to be selected 

for the camp. By this time her Pre-TSC cadre, the CATC was a check too, strengthening her 

foundation for the main camp. 

Stage 2 - The 2nd Pre-TSC cadre where she competed with cadets from other battalions.  

Upon passing these exams she became one of the 22 cadets chosen from 1DGBn. 

Stage 3- The 3rd Pre-TSC cadre lasted 10 days at NCC Bhawan, Rohini. 

Here, she underwent a rigorous selection process including outdoor practice sessions at the GP 

Level. 

September 1: She gets selected in the Final Contingent !! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cadet Manisha working hard during the camp to earn the Mufti she is wearing in the 

photos 
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Title of the Event: Ek Bharat Shresth Bharat Independence Day Camp 

Date: 1st- 16th August 2022 

Number of students participated: 5 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: DG NCC, Govt. of India 

Report:  The 75th year of independence raised the excitement even before the camp began. 

*31st July ‘22, DG NCC, Carriappa Parade Ground* : The National Camp brought cadets from 

all the directorates together in 2 days time and allotted barracks. 

*2nd August* : Reporting @ 4AM 

The first ever visit to Red fort became memorable by the sight of  cadets forming the shape of 

the India's map at Gyan Path in the local attires of their respective state directorates, Seeing the 

armed personnels rehearsing for 15 August along with parade and the patriotic songs, was a true 

delight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our cadets with Director General of NCC and other dignitaries during the camp
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Title of the Event:  INTER DIRECTORATE SPORTS SHOOTING CHAMPIONSHIP 

Date: 4th - 15th July 2022 

Number of students participated:1 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: DG NCC, Govt of India 

Report:  IDSSC (INTER DIRECTORATE SPORTS SHOOTING CHAMPIONSHIP)* is an all 

- India level sports shooting competition that includes various categories of shooting and stages 

of competition that allows the cadet to explore themselves outside their comfort zone. 

*IDSSC'22* Was held at *RUPNAGAR PUNJAB* from *4th July to 15th july 2022* where 

CPL Sheetal got a chance to represent *Delhi Directorate*. 

She has participated in *(50M - OPEN SIGHT PRONE)* event alongside Cadets from all *17 

Directorates.* The practice session and selection process went on for two months at *Rajputana 

Rifles Range, Soul Shot Shooting Club and Karni Singh Range.* 

This camp was a fantastic opportunity for every cadet to enhance their shooting skills on a global 

scale with the full support of NCC. Also she got a chance to interact with other 16 Directorates 

and get a glimpse of their language and culture as well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our cadet competing in the shooting competition and the camp culmination picture
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Title of the Event: Combined Annual Training Camp 

Date: 7th - 16th June 2022  

Number of students participated:40 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: 1 Delhi Girl Battalion 

Report The Cadets of DRC NCC have successfully completed the prestigious CATC. 

All the Cadets reported at NCC BHAWAN Rohin at 9 am and then proceeded to Shekhawati 

Firing range (DELHI Cantt.) for firing. JUO KUHELI and CDT NEHA were the top scorers. 

The following day commenced Solo Singing Competitions where our college won 1st position, 

credits to SUO SWAYAMBIKA KATIYAR. 

On the third day, DRC performed GUARD OF HONOR in front of all the colleges and schools. 

CDT Palak made us all proud by winning the 2ND POSITION in the Solo Dance Competition. 

We also bagged 2nd position in Kho Kho. 

In the Group Dance Competition held on day 6, DRC won 2ND POSITION. 

VOLLEYBALL COMPETITION was held where DRC-HRC team won 2nd Position. 

Extempore Competition and Group Wise competition were held where DRC won 1ST 

POSITION by SGT HARSHITA & CDT YACHIKA & 2ND POSITION by CDT AVANI. 

In the group-wise Guard competition, DRC & HRC WON- 1st position. 

At the evening in the Closing ceremony where SGT HARSHITA was MC, CDT AVANI & CDT 

NAVDHA performed Ganesh Vandhana, SUO SWAYAMBIKA performed a solo song. 

Weapon training and obstacle training
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Title of the Event: Advance Leadership Camp 

Date: 14th Dec - 23rd Dec 2022 

Number of students participated:1 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: DG NCC, Govt of India 

Report:  LCPL Shweta Bharti of DRCNCC Coy has successfully completed the Advanced 

Leadership Camp from 14th,Dec’22 to 23rd,Dec’22 at Anand Engineering College, Agra , 

thereby adding vision to the organisation.The camp has undoubtedly been an enchanting 

experience for LCPL Shweta with the varied activities and sessions that were held throughout the 

camp. 

The cadets had the privilege to learn from many distinguished dignitaries and their talk sessions. 

These sessions helped the cadets to explore a lot on leadership, decision making, critical 

thinking, positive thinking, time management, teamwork and so on. Most of the talks gave the 

glimpse of career prospects in the Defence Forces. The EXPA training has been the most 

colourful event of the camp as always. 

The camp was not confined only to these sessions, but the hearty breakfasts, munching snacks, 

exotic lunch and bonzer dinner added to the experience. The extravagant visits to the out of the 

world TAJ MAHAL and ace AGRA FORT kept everyone awestruck in their beauty. Overall the 

camp was more than successful with evergreen memories attached to it. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Theory classes, practical exposure and sporting events attended by LCPL Shweta Bharti 
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Title of the Event: Combined Annual Training Camp 2022 

Date: 17th Nov - 27th Nov 2022 

Number of students participated:38 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: 1 DGBn 

Report:  Thirty-eight cadets of DRC NCC have successfully completed the prestigious 

Combined Annual Training Camp. 

All the cadets reported at NCC Directorate, Rohini on 17th November at 7:30 am, and thus 

began the magnificent eight-day journey that filled their hearts and minds. 

 

The days began with the cycle of early morning sunrises, fall in at 6:30 am followed by 

numerous theoretical and practical classes on topics like Map Reading, Women Empowerment, 

Meditation, Disaster Management, CPR, Personality Development, Field Craft, Battle Craft, Fire 

Fighting Training, Judging Distance where our cadets were applauded by all fellow colleges for 

their inquisitiveness and active participation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our cadets giving interview to media during swachhata abhiyan at yamuna as a part of 

CATC.  Fire safety workshop organised during the camp
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Title of the Event: Army Attachment Camp 

Date: 2022-2023 

Number of students participated:2 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: DG NCC, Govt of India 

Report:  LCPL Neha successfully completed the OTA Chennai Army Attachment Camp. 

Army attachment camps (AAC) are conducted by the NCC in collaboration with the Indian 

Army. In this camp, the cadets are taught military tactics, including day and night warfare, and 

also get familiar with weaponry. 

The 10-day journey at OTA Chennai was a memorable and lifelong learning experience. During 

this journey, she learned leadership skills, the relevance of self-confidence, SSB procedure and 

tips, cane drills, the history of India, and a lot more. 

At OTA, LCPL Neha and other cadets took lectures on the History of India with Captain Mohit 

Gautam, and they had an insightful weapon training class on weapons used in the army and Ave 

firing. The cadets went for firing and fired 5–5 rounds with insas. They also visited Marina 

Beach, the central secretariat museum, and a gurudwara on the occasion of Guruparv. They also 

had an OTA museum visit and a White House event, which enlightened them on the history of 

OTA, how it was formed, and how it is still working efficiently. 

 

 

 

 LCPL Neha learning the army ways 
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Title of the Event: Donation Drive for blind children 

Date: 14th Nov 2022 

Number of students participated: 50 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: NCC Daulat Ram College 

Report:  The cadets of NCC DRC set out to celebrate Children's Day with students of the 

Government Senior Secondary School for Blind Boys with a powerful sense of individuality 

and the conviction that our youth are indeed the strength of our country. Eatables, books and 

clothes were collected for them and donated to them. Sharing our love and respect with them 

was a wonderful experience. On their way back, the cadets also gave out sweets to the 

children. We felt a connection of compassion for one another as we smiled. We may have 

varied roots, but our enthusiasm is still incomparable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our cadets working hard and enjoying the drive 
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Title of the Event: Scuba Diving Camp 

Date: 7th- 30th September 2022 

Number of students participated:3 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: 1Delhi Naval Unit 

Report: Our cadets, Cadet Urvi Choudhary, Cadet Manisha, and Cadet Pragya Sachan have 

completed the Scuba Diving camp. The cadets were guided about the route to the naval 

swimming pool with 20 SW cadets from both the units, 1DGBn and 2DGBn, present. Our 

cadets were taken aback by the panoramic view of the blue waters of the swimming pool. 

After a small briefing by the dynamic and prodigious scuba diving instructor, Ms Archana 

Sardana, who is India's first and only female BASE jumper, a certified skydiver (one of the 

only four licenced women skydivers in the country), the founder of the ‘Archana Sardana 

Scuba Diving Academy’, a mountaineer, and a TEDx speaker. The squad was divided into 

two groups—one of the swimmers, and the other, of non-swimmers.T he three cadets went 

together in one lot, and they snorkelled with the snorkels first and then practised breathing 

with the air tanks by the side of the pool. They donned the black BCDs, or Buoyancy Control 

Devices, and set off with their kind, inspiring, and amazing instructor to dive along the edges 

of the pool. They swam their way in the hazy blues as if just about to land up at the Mariana 

Trench. 

After completing their round, Cdt Manisha and Urvi did another lap of the pool to retrieve a 

piece of weight that had fallen by mistake. Afterwards, the six cadets in the lot posed for 

photos, both in groups and individually. 

 

 

 

  

Our cadets, Cadet Urvi 

Choudhary, Cadet Manisha, and 

Cadet Pragya Sachan posing with 

other cadets at the camp after its 

successful completion 
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Title of the Event: Poster Making competition – Anti Dowry awareness 

Date: 28th Oct 2022 

Number of students participated: 60 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: NCC, Daulat Ram College 

Report:  *DRCNCC* had successfully conducted an inter coy Poster making competition on 

*28th October*, at DRC Sports ground. The topic was *Say No To Dowry*. It was an offline 

event and the cadets who were unable to attend participated in online mode. DRC NCC aims 

to bring out the best in all the cadets and this competition was an effort for the same. With 

things coming back to normalcy, the organization is all set to conduct such events to bring 

out the creative spirit from all the cadets. The competition was a huge success with 100% 

participation by the cadets in both online and offline mode. We are thrilled to go through 

such creative posters with ideas floating all around. We are hopeful to have the same 

enthusiasm in the near future.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cadets participating in poster making competition and Posters made as a part of the 

competition 
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Title of the Event: Ek Bharat Shreshth Bharat Nagrota, Jammu 

Date: 11th - 20th Oct, 2022 

Number of students participated:1 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: DG NCC, Govt of India 

Report: NCC Gp HQ Jammu hosted the "Ek Bharat, Shreshta Bharat" (EBSB) JK&L, a ten-

day camp for cadets of NCC Dte Delhi and JK&L from October 11 to 20, 2022, at the NCC 

Camping Ground, Nagrota. 

Our Sergeant Priya Dhasmana successfully completed this prestigious camp and was among 

the 150-cadet team of the Delhi directorate. After a long journey, she arrived in Nagrota, a 

majestic region characterized by a natural setting where temperatures rise with the rising sun 

and fall as the night draws in. 

The camp provided a variety of activities for the cadets to participate in. The NIA 

Presentation was the highlight of the events. A team of 20 cadets from both directorates 

attempted to capture the immensity of their cultures in their presentations. 

SGT Priya stood first in the essay writing competition and NIA Presentation with the whole 

team, and second in the group singing competition. She was also awarded the medal, along 

with the other three cadets, for emceeing. 

The two-day CADET Program (Comprehensive All-round Development and Employability 

Training by NCC Exchange Participants’ Association) was also organized for the cadets, 

which helped them develop their abilities while strengthening relationships with peers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our cadet, Sergeant Priya Dhasmana giving her best during the camp 
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Title of the Event: Sanitary pad distribution drive on the occasion of International Women’s 

day 

Date: 8th March 2023 

Number of students participated: 20 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: NCC, Daulat Ram College 

Report:  Why should the needs of the 300 million women and girls menstruating on any 

given day remain buried low on the global health agenda? Don't Whisper! Say it out loud.  

Our cadets donated sanitary pads in the T huts near north campus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Cadets spreading awareness about the importance of menstrual hygiene by 

distributing sanitary pads 
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Title of the Event: PM Rally 2022-23 

Date: 14th- 29th January 2023 

Number of students participated:4 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: DG NCC, Govt of India 

Report:  January 28, 2023. A golden day in the history of the National Cadet Corps. 

The Unity Flame - From Kanyakumari to Delhi was handed over to the Prime Minister and 

was lit at the Cariappa Ground. The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi addressed the 

annual NCC PM rally at the Cariappa Parade Ground in Delhi in the presence of Union 

Minister for Defence, Shri Rajnath Singh, DG NCC, Lt. Gen Gurbirpal Singh, Chief of 

Defence Staff, Lt. Gen Anil Chauhan, Chief of Army Staff, Gen Manoj Pandey, Chief of 

Naval Staff, Admiral R Harikumar, Chief of Air Staff and Defence Secretary, Shri Girdhar 

Amamane. NCC DRC is proud to announce that four of our cadets, LCPL Sezer, CDT. 

Himani, CDT. Ashee and CDT Debangee not only witnessed the prestigious occasion but 

were an inseparable part of the cultural event that cumiliated the camp. After undergoing 

several selection processes, cadre and stay camp, practicing for hours in the sun, and regular 

fall-ins at midnight, the cadets performed their hearts out on the big day! LCPL Sezer also 

made DRC NCC proud when she received the ADG recommendation! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Certificate of appreciation achieved by one of our cadets during  PM rally and cadets in their 

costumes after successful performance at the camp 
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Title of the Event: Pollution Awareness Drive  

Date: 20th Jan 2023 

Number of students participated: 75 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: NCC, Daulat Ram College 

Report:  DRCNCC initiated a Pollution Awareness Drive on 20th January’23, because 

awareness is the foremost step, to work towards prevention. The Drive certainly served a 

Nobel purpose. 

With this motive DRC NCC Coy conducted a Pollution Awareness Drive, that included 

poster making and slogan writing competitions and a nukkad natak to spread awareness 

among all. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poster making and Nukkad Natak during the pollution awareness drive 
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Title of the Event: Webinar on Importance of Millets 

Date: 16th March, 2023 

Number of students participated: 56 

Organizing unit/collaborating agency: NCC, Daulat Ram College 

Report: Prime Minister Shree Narendra Modi, released the postal stamp and unveiled the 

official coin of the International Year of Millets 2023 as he inaugurated the two-day Global 

Millets Conference in the national capital. 

In the light of promoting the decision of the United Nations General Assembly to declare 

2023 as the International Year of Millets, NCC DRC conducted an insightful, informative 

session by Associate Professor Dr. Pooja Jain ma'am, NHE department on the 'Importance of 

Millets' under the guidance of Lt. Dr. Suparna Jain Thakur ma'am. 

The session included not just the scientific benefits of millets but also a social aspect. 

The cadets learned about millets and how it is a matter of great honour for us that after India's 

proposal and efforts, the year 2023 has been declared as the 'International Year of Millets'. 

We're deeply indebted to our esteemed speaker Professor Dr. Pooja Jain ma'am for imparting 

her knowledge about millets to the cadets.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poster of the event and a glimpse of the webinar 

 

Lt. Dr Suparna Jain Thakur 

ANO-DRC NCC 

 

 


